The availability of commutable calibrator materials may ease considerably the task of harmonizing assay results and ensuring their traceability to reference procedures. We sought to verify the commutability of potential calibrator materials and evaluate their effectiveness in harmonizing LDH results by 2 measurement methods.
Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) 4 (L-lactate: NAD ϩ oxidoreductase, EC 1.1. 1.27 ) is present in all cells of the human body and in human blood serum. Increases in its serum concentration are observed in a variety of pathological events and have long been considered relevant to appropriate patient management (1 ) . The importance of serum LDH measurement has been underscored in different conditions including malignancies (2, 3 ) , neuroblastoma (4 ), cutaneous melanoma (5 ), hemolytic anemia (6 ) , severe acute respiratory syndrome (7 ) , and chronic lymphocytic leukemia (8 ) . The potential medical utility of measuring LDH in other biological fluids has also been reported (9 ) . Such a pattern of utilization across various clinical settings provides a rationale for harmonization of LDH measurement results in practice.
Using the same principle (UV spectrometric monitoring of pyridine coenzyme oxidation), LDH activity can be measured by either the lactate-to-pyruvate reaction (LP, forward reaction) or the pyruvate-to-lactate reaction (PL, backward reaction). As early as 1974, the forward reaction was recommended (10 ) , and in 2002 the IFCC recommended a reference procedure for the measurement of LDH at 37°C based on the forward reaction under optimized conditions (11, 12 ) . With this IFCC reference procedure, a reference material was certified for LDH activity concentration (13 ) , and pre-liminary upper reference limits were established in hospitalized subjects (14 ) .
Despite agreement on a reference method (12 ) and the availability of a comprehensive approach (15 ) for establishing traceability of routine measurement results to the highest metrological level (reference method), satisfactory LDH assay harmonization has not yet been achieved. In a number of regional and national external quality assessment (EQA) schemes in Italy, covering about one half of the country, only 10% to 20% of the laboratories presently use the forward reaction, although this percentage is slowly increasing. Each laboratory reports its measurement results using its method-specific calibration, a process that yields a PL/LP results ratio close to 2. In other European countries, the situation also appears to be unsatisfactory (16 ) . In international EQA schemes (17 ) , the overall percentage of laboratories using the forward reaction is about 75%, but there are strong geographical differences, with some countries still using the backward reaction in nearly 100% of their laboratories.
It is generally agreed that assuring the traceability of everyday measurement results to the highest accepted/available metrological order, by establishing a comprehensive reference measurement system, is the way to achieve definitive harmonization of results, but implementing the whole process is not easy (15, 16 ) . One critical point of the overall process is the quality of the materials used as calibrator, with special reference to a quality characteristic of the materials referred to as commutability. Different comprehensive definitions have been given for this characteristic (18, 19 ) , but the original one (commutability refers to "the ability of an enzyme material to show interassay activity changes comparable to those of the same enzyme in human serum") (20 ) is still valid and applies in this context. Lack of commutability is frequently observed in stabilized (control and calibration) materials (21 ) , especially in enzyme materials (22, 23 ) , making them unsuitable for direct trueness-transfer processes (16, (24) (25) (26) .
The aim of the present work was to check the possible practical implementation of the traceability principle to achieve uniform results in routine, automatic measurement of serum LDH activity, independently of the reaction direction (forward or backward). To this end, the experimental work focused on the verification of commutability of stabilized materials and on the comparability of results by different methods after recalibration with commutable materials.
Materials and Methods
We assayed 109 anonymized fresh patient serum samples and 31 other materials. Patient sera, covering a wide interval of activity concentration values, were obtained from blood samples collected in plain tubes and allowed to clot at room temperature. We selected sera to include in this study based only on the LDH activity concentration; several of these samples were subsequently submitted for isoenzyme analysis and pooled. The materials were grouped into the following categories: a) 5 frozen pools of fresh sera with normal isoenzyme patterns; b) 4 frozen serum pools with abnormal isoenzyme patterns (increase of isoenzyme 1, isoenzyme 3, isoenzyme 4, and isoenzyme 5); and c) 22 commercial stabilized materials, either calibrators or controls, from Bio-Rad Laboratories, Olympus Diagnostica, Roche Diagnostics, and Siemens Medical Solutions Diagnostics. In this last category we also included the ERM-AD453/IFCC reference material, supplied by the Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements and certified by this institute and the IFCC. This material is intended to be used as a reference material for manufacturers of reagents, to control the performance of enzyme measurements, and to verify the comparability of results from different laboratories. Total LDH activity concentrations in the materials, as measured by the IFCC reference procedure, spanned the following intervals:
We performed LDH measurements according to the IFCC reference procedure (12 ) , using N-methylglucamine from Merck; NAD-free acid, grade I, and NAD crystal lithium salt from Roche; and lithium Llactate from Sigma. The incuvette temperature was checked with a thermal probe calibrated against a certified thermometer; wavelength and absorbance accuracy were checked against international standards. All the materials, but not the patient sera, were assayed with this reference procedure. LDH activity concentrations in the patient sera and in the materials were also measured by means of 2 commercial methods implemented on an AU640 automatic analyzer (Olympus Diagnostica) at 37°C, based on the forward (LP) and the backward (PL) method, respectively. According to the manufacturer's claims, the former method was calibrated to give results traceable to those of the IFCC reference procedure, the latter to a proprietary master calibrator. All the materials were assayed in triplicate, all the patient sera in duplicate; mean values from replicates were used for further calculations. Analytical imprecision (in percent CV) of the reference procedure spanned the interval 0.23%-2.46% for enzyme activity concentrations ranging from 25 to 954 U/L: the highest imprecision values were seen at both limits of the concentration interval. For the LP and the PL methods, the analytical imprecision was 0.00%-2.28% and 0.00%-4,17%, respectively, with highest imprecision seen at low concentration values.
We determined the isoenzyme pattern by means of agarose gel electrophoresis, followed by incubation with NAD and nitroblue tetrazolium salt (Interlab), and measured the relative amount of each isoenzyme by densitometric scanning of the gel. Serum pools were stored in a frozen state at Ϫ80°C for no longer than 1 month.
Additional data were made available from the EQA scheme of the Regione Lombardia. Within this scheme, in the years 2005 and 2006, 24 control sera were analyzed by almost 250 participants, with a variety of instruments. The results obtained with either the LP or the PL methods were pooled, regardless of the instrument and of the calibration approach, and mean and SD were calculated. In the assay of the 24 control sera, 208 and 220 laboratories used the PL method in 2005 and 2006, respectively, and 23 and 27 used the LP method.
To assess the commutability of the materials with patient sera, we assayed materials and sera were assayed with the PL and LP methods graphically compared the intermethod differences observed in the assay of the materials with those of patient sera. We assessed the intermethod relationship in the assay of sera statistically by nonparametric linear regression (27 ) , calculated the distance of each single point from the regression line along the vertical axis (residual), and computed the SD of the residuals (residual SD) as a measure of the dispersion around the line. For each material, the residual was then computed and divided by the residual SD of patient sera to yield the normalized residual. We took the normalized residual of each material as the measure of its degree of commutability (21, 28, 29 ) ; normalized residuals outside the Ϯ3 interval were considered to indicate lack of commutability. For serum pools with abnormal isoenzyme pattern and for stabilized materials, we assessed commutability with the normal frozen pools in 2 pairs of methods including the reference procedure (either LP vs IFCC or PL vs IFCC) following the same experimental/statistical approach.
To estimate the effect of recalibration with commutable material on the comparability of results by the LP and PL methods, we recalculated the results for all patient sera by both LP and PL methods, taking as calibrator a commutable material with value assigned by the IFCC reference procedure. The intermethod differences and ratios before and after recalibration were computed, and the relationship between the results by the 2 recalibrated methods was assessed by nonparametric linear regression and correlation analysis (30 ) .
Results
The normalized residuals observed for the materials against patient sera, in the PL/LP pair of methods, are plotted against enzyme activity in Fig. 1 ; materials having a normalized residual outside the Ϯ3 interval were considered noncommutable with patient sera in the relevant pair of methods. The materials and the pools spanned across similar activity concentration intervals, with the main exception of 1 pool with an abnormal isoenzyme pattern. In Fig. 2 , the commutability of the different categories of materials with the normal frozen pools, in the pair of methods LP/IFCC or PL/IFCC, is similarly shown. The overall observed frequency of commutability, in different combinations of pairs of samples and of methods, is shown in Table 1 . When the PL method was compared with the LP method, all the frozen pools with normal isoenzyme pattern were found commutable with patient sera, whereas 20 of 26 (77%) other materials (abnormal pools and commercial materials) were not. All the tested materials were found commutable with the normal frozen pools in the LP/IFCC pair of methods, whereas the commutability rate was 19 of 26 (73%) in the PL/IFCC pair. All the materials found commutable with patient sera in the PL/LP pair of methods also were commutable in the LP/IFCC and PL/IFCC pairs. The ERM-AD453/IFCC reference material was found noncommutable in the PL/LP and PL/IFCC pairs. From graphical presentation of results ( Figs. 1 and 2 ), there appears to be a relationship between degree of noncommutability and enzyme activity concentration, with materials at low concentrations more frequently found commutable. This pattern has been described and hypothetically attributed to an effect of the kind of enzyme in the material rather than to the material matrix (21 ) . In recalibrating the 2 routine methods, all results were recalculated, taking one of the stabilized materials included in the study as a common calibrator. The selected material showed commutability with serum pools with normal isoenzyme pattern, exhibiting normalized residuals 0.1, 0.3, and Ϫ0.1 for the methods pairs LP/IFCC, PL/IFCC, and PL/LP, respectively. Moreover, values were assigned to the selected material by means of the IFCC reference procedure. In this way, the results from the routine methods were made traceable to the IFCC procedure. Fig. 3 shows the large improvement in agreement of methods after recalibration. As shown in Table 2 
Discussion
From a general point of view, given the variety of existing analytical methods and the heterogeneity of many molecules in biological specimens, reaching complete harmonization among measurements is a difficult task. The simple approach of using a single material as a common calibrator, not a part of a comprehensive measurement system, may produce misleading results (21, 24, 25, 31, 32 ) . The lack of commutability of the calibrator is the main cause for this. A possible alternative is based on the impractical approach of using fresh patient sera as calibrators (33 ) . The most effective solution currently recommended for trueness transfer is the implementation of a comprehensive reference measurement system (15, 34 ) , including a hierarchy of measurement procedures and calibration materials. Even in this case, however, the commutability of materials must be considered, as it is recommended in projects aiming at pursuing or checking results harmonization (35, 36 ) . In the case of serum LDH, all the parts (materials and methods) of a comprehensive measurement system are available. Despite the fact that uniform analytical procedures (e.g., based on the forward reaction) are more likely to produce results traceable to a reference procedure based on the same principle, achievement of such uniformity in measuring LDH across laboratories and manufacturers has been difficult to accomplish. In the work reported herein, we have verified the feasibility of making everyday measurements by different methods traceable to the highest metrological level. We gained confidence in the reliability of our trueness-transfer process by checking the commutability of different materials with different methods and assigning the calibration value using the reference procedure. The low reliability of results of either calibration or trueness assessment with noncommutable materials has already been discussed (24, 25 ) . The commutability of the serum pools with the patient sera, as recommended for cholesterol secondary reference materials (37 ), was not verified; the pool was assumed to reproduce the mean behavior of the sera used in the preparation of the pool itself (36 ) . A material exhibiting commutability characteristics as described above was then selected and used to recalibrate by calculation the results obtained by the 2 working methods (PL and LP) in the assay of 109 serum samples. Before recalibration, the mean (SD) PL/LP ratio was 1.97 (0.03), a figure in acceptable agreement with that observed in the EQA scheme [2.21 (0.12)]; after recalibration, the PL/LP ratio dropped to 1.06 (0.02), a figure indicating about 6% systematic proportional overestimation by PL method, and very significant improvement of intermethod agreement. Clinically, the comparison of results from 2 different methods may be particularly important at certain concentrations. One of these concentrations is the upper reference limit; the upper reference limit for the IFCC method has been set close to 250 U/L (247 U/L for females and 248 U/L for males) (14 ) . From the linear regression equation of the PL (y) vs the LP (x) recalibrated values (y ϭ 1.108x -9.7; r ϭ 0.999), at the critical value of x ϭ 250 U/L, the corresponding y ϭ 267 U/L gives a systematic difference of 6.8%. Although the observed bias is proportional, and the absolute mean bias, in U/L, is higher at higher activity concentration values, at lower activity concentration values the proportional bias is partly compensated by the statistically significant negative intercept. This last calculated bias value of 6.8% compares favorably with the mean value found for the PL/LP ratio (1.06) ( Table   2) ; it is higher than the analytical goal for bias (4.3%) derived from biological variation (38 ) but is within the limit (7.8%) proposed as an interim quality specification for inaccuracy (39 ) . An even more favorable comparison is obtained if our experimental systematic bias (6.8%) is compared with the biological variationbased quality specification for total error (11.4 at P Ͻ 0.05) (38 ) .
In our experimental design, we have followed the principles described in International Standards Organization (ISO) document 17511 (19 ) , but the transferability chain was different from that described in the ISO document. Our modified approach was chosen in an attempt to reduce uncertainty related to the length of the chain (40 ) . Moreover, we preferred an approach including use of the IFCC reference measurement procedure over the direct use of an already existing reference material for calibration because we believed that verification of commutability was an important step of the overall process.
In conclusion, our data show the feasibility of harmonizing the results of serum LDH measurements obtained by 2 different methods by use of a common commutable calibrator, with value assigned by means of the reference IFCC procedure. Our data also demonstrate the importance of verifying the commutability of reference materials for each measurement procedure for which they will be used. We have considered 2 current methods, differing in the reaction direction. In vitro diagnostic companies make available 2 families of analytical systems based on reaction direction, each including a different combination of instrument, reagents, and calibrators. The traceability of the results for each analytical system should be verified. We found the residual bias of 1 PL method to be clinically acceptable with reference to current biological variationbased quality specifications. Further improvement in harmonization across methods is likely to be obtained with the common adoption of a uniform method principle based on the forward reaction direction. 
